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List of Experiments (S.P.UNIPUNE SYLLABUS)

Note: - 1.Eight experiments from below list should be performed; out of which at least seven trials
should be conducted.

Sr.

Name of Experiment

No
1

Study of Carburetor

2

Study of Fuel pump and injector

3

Study of Ignition System

4

Demonstration & study of commercial exhaust gas analyzers.

5

Test on Multi cylinder Petrol/ Gas engine for determination of Friction power.

6

Test on diesel engine to determine various efficiencies, SFC and Heat balance sheet.

7

Test on variable speed diesel / petrol engine.

8

Test on variable compression ratio engine.

9

Visit to Automobile service station

10

Test on Positive Displacement Air Compressor

11

Assignment on any one advanced technology related to I.C. Engine such as VVT,
VGT, HCCI

12

Assignment on alternative fuels used in I.C. Engines
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SEMESTER : IV(SE)
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EXPERIMENT NO.1
AIM: - to study exhaust gas analyzer & to check vehicle for PUC
Front View of AVL gas analyzer:-
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Function keys:-

DISPLAYS:-
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Experiment No 2
Trial On Diesel Engine

AIM
To draw heat/energy balance sheet and determine brake thermal efficiency, indicated thermal
efficiency, volumetric efficiency, b. s. f. c. & draw graphs speed vs. ηith, ηbth, ηmech, ηvol

THEORY:1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The equipment consists of following parts:
1.1 Base Stand:
Base frame is made up of M.S. C channel and duly powder coated for durability. The Engines &
Dynamometer are mounted on Base frame. The Engines are fixed and dynamometer is mounted on
wheels which slide in a C channel. The engines are coupled to dynamometer by shaft having universal
joints at its both ends.
1.2 Engine:
It is Single cylinder Four stroke diesel engine make: Kirloskar. It is water cooled constant speed engine.
Specifications:
Make: Brand New – Kirloskar
Model:
TV1
Water cooled,
Power:
8HP at 1500 R.P.M.
Stroke
110 mm, Bore 87.5 mm,
Volume:
661 c.c.
Compression ratio 9.2:1
1.3 Eddy current dynamometer:
These machines make use of the principle of electro-magnetic induction to develop torque and dissipate
power. A toothed rotor of high-permeability steel rotates with a fine clearance between water-cooled
steel loss plates. Two annular coils generate a magnetic field parallel to the machine axis and motion of
the rotor gives rise to changes in the distribution of
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magnetic flux in the loss plates. This in turn gives rise to circulating eddy currents and the dissipation of
power in the form of electrical resistive losses. Energy is transferred in the form of heat to cooling water
circulating through passages in the loss plates, while some cooling is achieved by the radial flow of air in
the gaps between rotor and plates. Varying the current Supplied to the annular exciting coils controls
power, and very rapid load changes are possible.
1.4 Rotameter:Two rotameter are used in this system for measuring mass of water flowing through the engine.
1.5 Accelerator Arrangement:
The accelerator arrangement for the engine consists of a slotted bolt and wheel mounted on panel. By
rotating the wheel in clockwise direction, we can increase the speed of engine.
1.6 Exhaust Gas Calorimeter:
To measure the carried away by exhaust gases, exhaust gas calorimeter is used. It is basically a counter
flow type heat exchanger having set of number of forge steel tubes in center. Flue gas is passing through
this tube & water is flowing over the tube. Heat is transferred from exhaust gas to the water.
Temperatures of air and water entering and leaving the calorimeter are measured with 4 ‘k’ type
thermocouples. Two separate calorimeters are provided for two engines. By knowing the temperatures of
gas and water at entry and exit, heat carried away by exhaust gas can be calculated.
1.7 Air Flow Measuring Device:
The air box is used to measure the amount of air intake by the engine. The air box is fitted with a fan at
its inlet. By measuring the rotations of the fan, air consumption of the engine can be determined. The air
box acts as a damping reservoir to damp the air pulses. Both engines are provided with separate air
boxes.
1.8 Measuring instruments / Indicators / Switches:
a) Fuel measurement unit: Each fuel tank is provided with fuel measurement unit comprising of float
operated level switch, Solenoid valve and Digital timer. The level sensor is fitted in a cylindrical
container. When the fuel level in the container starts
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decreasing, the timer starts and when float reaches Lower limit, the timer stops so that time required for
consumption of measured quantity of fuel can be measured. When float is at lower limit, supply signal is
sent to Solenoid valve which opens and fuel starts flowing into the container. When the container is filled
with fuel, float is at Upper limit, supply for solenoid is cutoff and as soon as fuel level starts decreasing,
timer starts again.
b) Load cell: The Load cell is connected to the swinging field generator. It measures the Load acting on
the generator due to torque generated. It is basically a stress - strain gauge
c) Load indicator: The digital load indicator indicates the load acting on generator measured by load
cell connected to the dynamometer.
d) Inductive RPM sensor: The engine speed is measured by means of an inductive RPM sensor. The
sensor sends a pulse when a metallic part passes in front of it. These pulses are sent to the indicator
which in turns displays the engine speed.
e) Optical RPM sensor: The Air fan speed is measured by means of an Optical RPM sensor. The sensor
sends a pulse when a radium part passes in front of it. These pulses are sent to the indicator which in
turns displays the engine speed.
f) RPM indicator: The RPM indicator displays engine speed in RPM measured by inductive sensor.
g) K’ type thermocouples: ‘K’ type thermocouples suitable for high temperature measurements are used
to measure the temperatures at different points. The temperatures measured by thermocouples are
indicated in software. The sequence for temperatures on indicator is as follows –
T1 – Water inlet temperature
T2 – Water outlet temperature
T3 – Calorimeter water inlet temperature
T4 – Calorimeter outlet temperature
T5 –Exhaust gas inlet temperature
T6- Exhaust gas outlet temperature
h) RTD (PT – 100): The ambient temperature is measured by Resistance type RTD (PT – 100) sensor.
The sensor output is transmitted by transmitter to the computer.
i) Pressure sensor: The Piezoelectric transducer type sensor measures pressure inside combustion
cylinder. The sensor signal is conditioned by the Pressure transmitter and transmitted to computer.
j) Encoder: The encoder measures crank angle and gives signal when piston is at TDC (Top Dead
Center)
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2. PRECAUTIONS
A. ELECTRICAL:
1. Before experimentation check all electrical connections visually. If there is any loose connection,
tight them.
2. Use 230 V AC supply with proper Earthing for the control panel.
3. Ensure that battery terminals of electrically start engines are properly connected.
B. MECHANICAL:
1. Keep the trainer on rigid surface & well-ventilated room. Keep the trainer at least 1 meter away
from the nearest wall to allow proper air circulation.
2. Before starting the experimentation check the equipment to ensure that there are no loose
assemblies.
3. Check that all rotating parts are properly fastened using bolts.
4. Check mounting bolts of engine, generator, magnetic coupling etc are fastened properly, tighten
the bolts if required.
C. OPERATIONAL:
2. Use only soft water, free from impurities for engine, calorimeter.
3. Ensure that cooling water is supplied to dynamometer at pressure not less than 1 to 1.5 bar.
4. Ensure that water flow through engine and calorimeter is at least 600 LPH.
5. Ensure that sufficient quantity of lubrication oil (SAE – 40) available in ‘Lubrication oil sump’.
6. Use only Unleaded Diesel as fuel.
7. Ensure that calorimeter water and engine coolant is continuously circulated through the system.
8. Care should be taken to maintain constant flow rate of water through engine and calorimeter
throughout the trial.
9. Run the engine at no load for 2 - 3 minutes.
10. Do not change load on engine suddenly, instead load / unload engine gradually.
11. While unloading the engine, simultaneously decrease the engine speed (for variable speed
engines).
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12. While changing load care should be taken to increase load before float reaches to upper limit
and timer resets; otherwise next timer reading should be noted.
13. Before ending the experiment, bring the engine to the no load condition and then stop the
engine after 2-3 minutes.
14. Run the Entire System at least once in week.
15. Do not increase, speed above 3000 RPM.
16. Don’t increase Engine speed suddenly.
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3. Experimental Procedure
1. Ensure that sufficient fuel is available in fuel Tank.
2. Give 230 V A.C. supplies to the trainer by connecting the Three-pin top provided with the trainer to
the Distribution board in your laboratory. Switch on the supply.
3. Provide cooling water to Engine, Dynamometer & exhaust gas calorimeter.
4. Switch ON Mains Switch mounted on electrical console. Ensure that all indicators are displaying
readings.
5. Open the fuel supply Valve of engine.
6. Start the engine & Run the engine in idle for some time.
7. Run the engine at 1500 rpm under no load condition. Let the engine stabilize.
8. Load the engine using nobe provided on the control panel connected to dynamometer.
9. Note down readings as per observation table.
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Experiment No.3
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Trial On Petrol Engine
AIM
To draw heat/energy balance sheet and determine brake thermal efficiency, indicated thermal
efficiency, volumetric efficiency, b. s. f. c. & draw graphs speed vs. ηith, ηbth, ηmech, ηvol

THEORY:1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The equipment consists of following parts:
1.1 Base Stand:
Base frame is made up of M.S. C channel and duly powder coated for durability. The Engines &
Dynamometer are mounted on Base frame. The Engines are fixed and dynamometer is mounted on
wheels which slide in a C channel. The engines are coupled to dynamometer by shaft having universal
joints at its both ends.
1.2 Engine:
It is Single cylinder Four stroke diesel engine make: Kirloskar. It is water cooled constant speed engine.
Specifications:
Make: Brand New – Kirloskar
Model:
TV1
Water cooled,
Power:
8HP at 1500 R.P.M.
Stroke
110 mBore 87.5 mm,
Volume: 661 c.c.
Compression ratio 1:17.5 1.3 Eddy current dynamometer:
These machines make use of the principle of electro-magnetic induction to develop torque and dissipate
power. A toothed rotor of high-permeability steel rotates with a fine clearance between water-cooled
steel loss plates. Two annular coils generate a magnetic field parallel to the machine axis and motion of
the rotor gives rise to changes in the distribution of
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magnetic flux in the loss plates. This in turn gives rise to circulating eddy currents and the dissipation of
power in the form of electrical resistive losses. Energy is transferred in the form of heat to cooling water
circulating through passages in the loss plates, while some cooling is achieved by the radial flow of air in
the gaps between rotor and plates. Varying the current Supplied to the annular exciting coils controls
power, and very rapid load changes are possible.
1.4 Rotameter:Two rotameter are used in this system for measuring mass of water flowing through the engine.
1.5 Accelerator Arrangement:
The accelerator arrangement for the engine consists of a slotted bolt and wheel mounted on panel. By
rotating the wheel in clockwise direction, we can increase the speed of engine.
1.6 Exhaust Gas Calorimeter:
To measure the carried away by exhaust gases, exhaust gas calorimeter is used. It is basically a counter
flow type heat exchanger having set of number of forge steel tubes in center. Flue gas is passing through
this tube & water is flowing over the tube. Heat is transferred from exhaust gas to the water.
Temperatures of air and water entering and leaving the calorimeter are measured with 4 ‘k’ type
thermocouples. Two separate calorimeters are provided for two engines. By knowing the temperatures of
gas and water at entry and exit, heat carried away by exhaust gas can be calculated.
1.7 Air Flow Measuring Device:
The air box is used to measure the amount of air intake by the engine. The air box is fitted with a fan at
its inlet. By measuring the rotations of the fan, air consumption of the engine can be determined. The air
box acts as a damping reservoir to damp the air pulses. Both engines are provided with separate air
boxes.
1.8 Measuring instruments / Indicators / Switches:
a) Fuel measurement unit: Each fuel tank is provided with fuel measurement unit comprising of float
operated level switch, Solenoid valve and Digital timer. The level sensor is fitted in a cylindrical
container. When the fuel level in the container starts
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decreasing, the timer starts and when float reaches Lower limit, the timer stops so that time required for
consumption of measured quantity of fuel can be measured. When float is at lower limit, supply signal is
sent to Solenoid valve which opens and fuel starts flowing into the container. When the container is filled
with fuel, float is at Upper limit, supply for solenoid is cutoff and as soon as fuel level starts decreasing,
timer starts again.
b) Load cell: The Load cell is connected to the swinging field generator. It measures the Load acting on
the generator due to torque generated. It is basically a stress - strain gauge
c) Load indicator: The digital load indicator indicates the load acting on generator measured by load
cell connected to the dynamometer.
d) Inductive RPM sensor: The engine speed is measured by means of an inductive RPM sensor. The
sensor sends a pulse when a metallic part passes in front of it. These pulses are sent to the indicator
which in turns displays the engine speed.
e) Optical RPM sensor: The Air fan speed is measured by means of an Optical RPM sensor. The sensor
sends a pulse when a radium part passes in front of it. These pulses are sent to the indicator which in
turns displays the engine speed.
f) RPM indicator: The RPM indicator displays engine speed in RPM measured by inductive sensor.
g) K’ type thermocouples: ‘K’ type thermocouples suitable for high temperature measurements are used
to measure the temperatures at different points. The temperatures measured by thermocouples are
indicated in software. The sequence for temperatures on indicator is as follows –
T1 – Water inlet temperature
T2 – Water outlet temperature
T3 – Calorimeter water inlet temperature
T4 – Calorimeter outlet temperature
T5 –Exhaust gas inlet temperature
T6- Exhaust gas outlet temperature
h) RTD (PT – 100): The ambient temperature is measured by Resistance type RTD (PT – 100) sensor.
The sensor output is transmitted by transmitter to the computer.
i) Pressure sensor: The Piezoelectric transducer type sensor measures pressure inside combustion
cylinder. The sensor signal is conditioned by the Pressure transmitter and transmitted to computer.
j) Encoder: The encoder measures crank angle and gives signal when piston is at TDC (Top Dead
Center)
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2. PRECAUTIONS
A. ELECTRICAL:
1. Before experimentation check all electrical connections visually. If there is any loose connection,
tight them.
2. Use 230 V AC supply with proper Earthing for the control panel.
3. Ensure that battery terminals of electrically start engines are properly connected.
B. MECHANICAL:
1. Keep the trainer on rigid surface & well-ventilated room. Keep the trainer at least 1 meter away
from the nearest wall to allow proper air circulation.
2. Before starting the experimentation check the equipment to ensure that there are no loose
assemblies.
3. Check that all rotating parts are properly fastened using bolts.
4. Check mounting bolts of engine, generator, magnetic coupling etc are fastened properly, tighten
the bolts if required.
C. OPERATIONAL:
2. Use only soft water, free from impurities for engine, calorimeter.
3. Ensure that cooling water is supplied to dynamometer at pressure not less than 1 to 1.5 bar.
4. Ensure that water flow through engine and calorimeter is at least 600 LPH.
5. Ensure that sufficient quantity of lubrication oil (SAE – 40) available in ‘Lubrication oil sump’.
6. Use only Unleaded Diesel as fuel.
7. Ensure that calorimeter water and engine coolant is continuously circulated through the system.
8. Care should be taken to maintain constant flow rate of water through engine and calorimeter
throughout the trial.
9. Run the engine at no load for 2 - 3 minutes.
10. Do not change load on engine suddenly, instead load / unload engine gradually.
11. While unloading the engine, simultaneously decrease the engine speed (for variable speed
engines).
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12. While changing load care should be taken to increase load before float reaches to upper limit
and timer resets; otherwise next timer reading should be noted.
13. Before ending the experiment, bring the engine to the no load condition and then stop the
engine after 2-3 minutes.
14. Run the Entire System at least once in week.
15. Do not increase, speed above 3000 RPM.
16. Don’t increase Engine speed suddenly.
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3. Experimental Procedure
1. Ensure that sufficient fuel is available in fuel Tank.
2. Give 230 V A.C. supplies to the trainer by connecting the Three-pin top provided with the trainer to
the Distribution board in your laboratory. Switch on the supply.
3. Provide cooling water to Engine, Dynamometer & exhaust gas calorimeter.
4. Switch ON Mains Switch mounted on electrical console. Ensure that all indicators are displaying
readings.
5. Open the fuel supply Valve of engine.
6. Start the engine & Run the engine in idle for some time.
7. Run the engine at 1500 rpm under no load condition. Let the engine stabilize.
8. Load the engine using nobe provided on the control panel connected to dynamometer.
9. Note down readings as per observation table.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 4
AIM:Test on variable speed diesel / petrol engine.
THEORY:1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The equipment consists of following parts:
1.1 Base Stand:
This is made up of S.S. square tubes & sheets. This is painted specially with Powder coating. All
equipments are mounted on base stand.
1.2 Engine:
The engine is Three Cylinder Four Stroke Petrol Engine. The engine is water cooled type. The capacity
of engine is 64 bhp at 6200 RPM (Approximate). This engine is horizontal in construction.
1.3 Hydraulic Dynamometer:
This is suitable for above-mentioned Engine. The tension on the rope will be indicated on the spring
balance attached with the rope. By (increasing or decreasing tension on the rope) tightening or loosing
the rope attached to the wheel, load on the engine can be varied.
1.4 Rotameter:Two rotameter are used in this system of range 60 to 600 LPH for measuring mass of water flowing
through the engine.
1.5 Accelerator Arrangement:
The accelerator arrangement for the engine consists of a slotted bolt and wheel mounted on panel. By
rotating the wheel in clockwise direction, we can increase the speed of engine.
1.6 Exhaust Gas Calorimeter:
It is basically a counter flow type heat exchanger having set of number of forge steel tubes in center. Flue
gas is passing through this tube & water is flowing over the tube. Heat is transferred from exhaust gas to
the water. By knowing the temperatures of gas and water at entry and exit, heat carried away by exhaust
gas can be calculated
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1.7 Air Flow Measuring Device:
The air intake measurement system consists of Air box whose lead contains Orifice. The pressure drop
created when air flows through the orifice is measured with help of U tube manometer fitted on auxiliary
panel.
1.8 Control panel for mounting Indicators:-This is made up of M.S. structure & duly powder coated.
Indicators are mounted on Panel are:
a. Multipoint Temperature Indicator with temperature sensor:
To measure the temperature at different points in the system, ‘k’ type thermocouples are used. The
temperatures measured by thermocouples (Temperature sensors) are displayed on Digital temperature
indicator. By rotating the selector switch on the indicator we can choose between different temperatures.
This consists of 6 channels 0-400°C.
Temperatures are measured at following points –
T1 – Exhaust Gas In.
T2 – Exhaust Gas Out.
T3 – Calorimeter Water In.
T4 – Calorimeter Water Out.
T5 – Engine Water In.
T6 – Engine Water Out
b. Engine Speed Indicator:
This indicates the speed of Engine in RPM using Inductive sensor. The signal of the sensor is transmitted
and RPM is displayed on the Indicator
c Switches: Mains switch and Ignition switch are mounted on the panel.
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2. PRECAUTIONS:1. Before experimentation check all electrical connections visually. If there is any loose connection, tight
them.
2. Keep the trainer on rigid surface & well-ventilated room. Keep the trainer at least 1 meter away from
the nearest wall to allow proper air circulation.
3. Use 230 V AC supply with proper earthing for the control panel.
4. Before starting the experimentation check the equipment to ensure that there are no loose assemblies.
5. Ensure that sufficient quantity of lubricating oil (oil HD - Type3) is available in ‘Lubrication oil
sump’.
6. Use only Petrol as fuel.
7. Run the engine at no load for around 5 minutes. Do not remove the load suddenly.
8. Load and unload the Engine gradually by using loading power supply.
9. Before ending the experiment, bring the engine to the no load condition and then stop the engine after
2-3 minutes.
10. Run the Entire System at least once in a week. Later drain the fuel tank and all fuel pipes.
11. Before starting the Engine, Switch on the control panel.
12. Ensure that proper water supply is given to system before starting the Engine.
13. The water flow rate for dynamometer should be 19.5 liter/kw at 16°C to 39.1 liters/kw at 38°C &
pressure should be up to 2.75 bar.
14. Don’t increase Engine speed suddenly.
15. Do not increase, speed above 3000 RPM.
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3. PROCEDURE:1. Ensure that sufficient fuel available in fuel Tank.
2. Give 230 V A.C. supplies to the trainer by connecting the Three-pin top provided with the trainer to
the Distribution board in your laboratory. Switch on the supply.
3. Provide cooling water to Engine, Dynamometer & exhaust gas calorimeter.
4. Switch ON Mains Switch mounted on front panel. Ensure that all indicators are displaying readings.
5. Open the fuel supply Valve of engine.
6. Start the engine & Run the engine under no load condition. Let the engine stabilize.
7. Note down the readings at no load.
8. Close the 2 way valve in fuel line and measure time required for consumption of 5 ml / 10 ml fuel
using burette
9. Load the engine by rotating the wheel provided on both side of dynamometer.
10. Note down readings as per observation table.
11. Load the engine up to its maximum capacity.
12. After completion of test unload the engine & run the engine for 5 min & then stop the engine using
the ‘stop’ switch of the engine.
13. Switch OFF the mains.
14. Make calculations as per Calculation Procedure.
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CONCLUSION:
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EXPERIMENT NO. 5
AIM:Test on Positive Displacement Air Compressor.
THEORY:Introduction:The reciprocating Air Compressor is used to compress air, gas or vapour. The compressed air has
wide application in industry as well as in commercial equipments. It is commonly used in shops for
driving pneumatic tools, air operated controlling equipment etc.
A large number of compressors are used in chemical industries like fertilisers plants, refrigeration
industry.
A machine which takes in air or gas during suction stroke at low pressure & then compresses it to
high pressure in a piston cylinder arrangement is known as reciprocating compressor.
Working of Reciprocating Air Compressor:The working of reciprocating air compressor consists of a cylinder piston inlet & outlet valves. The
arrangement of reciprocating compressor is shown in given diagram.
During the downward motion of the piston pressure walls below atmospheric pressure & the inlet
valve open due to the pressure difference. The air is taken into the cylinder until the piston reaches to
the bottom dead centre position.
As the piston start moving upward the inlet valve, closes & the pressure start increasing
continuously. Until the pressure inside the cylinder is above the pressure of the delivery side, which
is connected to the receiver. Then the delivery valve open & air is delivered during the remaining
upward motion of the piston to the receiver. At the end of the delivery stroke, small volume of high
pressure air is left in the clearance space. The high pressure air the clearance space expands as the
piston starts moving downward & the pressure of the air falls below atmospheric pressure. The inlet
valve opens as the pressure inside the cylinder falls below the atmospheric pressure & air from
outside is taken in as the cycle is repeated. The suction, compression & delivery of the air take place
within two strokes of the piston or one revolution of the crank.
Air Compressor Terminology:Definitions of the following terms are necessary in the study of the operation & theory of
reciprocating air compressor.
1. Single Acting Compressor:SRCOE PUNE
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In single acting compressor, the suction, compression & delivery of the air takes place on one side of
the piston only. Such compressor would have to deliver one stroke per revolution of the crank shaft.
2. Double Acting Compressor:In double acting compressor, the suction, compression & delivery of air takes place on
both sides of piston. Such compressor would have to deliver two strokes per revolution of crank
shaft.
3. Single Stage Compressor:In single stage compressor, the compression of air from the initial pressure to the final
pressure is carried out in one cylinder only.
4. Multi Stage Compressor:When the compressed air is carried out from the initial pressure to the final pressure in
more than one cylinder then the compressor is known as multistage compressor.
5. Compression Ratio or Pressure Ratio:It is the ratio of absolute discharge to absolute inlet pressure.
6. Free Air Delivered:The free air delivered is the actual volume delivered at the control pressure reduced to
intake pressure & temperature and expressed in cubic meter per min.
7. Displacement of Compressor:The swept volume of the piston in the first cylinder is known as displacement of the
compress
Where,
R = Radius of the cylinder bore
L = Stroke of the piston
8. Actual Capacity of Compressor:The actual free air delivered by the cylinder per cycle or per minute is known as actual
capacity of the compressor. It is always given in cubic meter of free air per minute. The actual
capacity per strokes is always less than the displacement of the stroke.
9. Volumetric Efficiency:The ratio of actual air delivered by the compressor per stroke to the displacement of compressor
is known as volumetric efficiency of the compressor.
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SPECIFICATIONS:Diameter of orifice, do =
Bore diameter (H.P.), dH =
Bore diameter (L.P.), dL =
Stroke length, L =
Coefficient of discharge, (Cd) =
Atmospheric pressure, P1 =
Density of water, ρw =
Density of air, ρa =
Acceleration due to gravity, g =
Energy meter constant, k =
OBSERVATION TABLE:-

CALCULATION:1. Area of orifice,
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CONCLUSION:-
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